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Richard Armiger: Network Modelmakers 
 
After studying sculpture in his native Baltimore, Richard Armiger worked for a spell as a photographer in the Boston-based                   
Cambridge Seven Associates [1]. Here, he became intrigued by the architects’ approach to design and especially, their use of                   
crude but honest models to develop three-dimensional ideas. Later, he left for England to study modelmaking at the Kent                   
Institute of Art & Design under George Rome Innes [2]. Then followed a period making in-house models for Casson Conder                    
Architects  [3], Arup engineers and BBC Special Effects before setting up his London firm Network Modelmakers in 1983. 
 
Armiger is justifiably proud of his art background and sees architectural modelmaking as a perfect marriage between                 
sculpture and architecture. A model can be considered a piece of sculpture, i.e., as being inspirational, representative and                  
true to material. Furthermore, the issues that apply to sculpture such as innovation, materiality and symbolism – can also                   
apply.  
 
He strives to achieve models that are unique to each architect and inspirational to each project. His artistic approach – often                     
made keener by the leanness of budgets and tightness of deadlines – does not confine him to one or two clients. Rather, his                       
client portfolio is composed of an impressive array of the more adventurous practices including those headed by David                  
Chipperfield, Jan Kaplicky [4], John Pawson, Nicholas Grimshaw, John McAslan etc., and each of them will request, even                  
demand, that their project be given a singular individuality. 
 
Armiger describes the better and worthy architectural model as having a life beyond the obvious: models eliciting decisions                  
from clients, functioning as a referential talisman in the ensuing design process and embodying a publicity value. For                  
instance, among his most internationally published work are two very different models. One is that for Alsop + Störmer’s [5]                    
competition-winning ‘Big Blue’ for Marseilles – which achieved exposure in Newsweek. The other is his beautifully                
restrained timber and acrylic model for David Chipperfield’s proportionally sensitive John Kao House in Boston (fig. A) . 
 
Exhibition work has always been important to Armiger, and each year since 1983 his models have been selected for display                    
at the Royal Academy of Arts Summer Exhibition. Also, exhibitions of the work of modern masters, such as Le Corbusier and                     
Adolf Loos have benefited from the thoroughness of his research. For example, Armiger describes the case of Le Corbusier’s                   
Villa Stein: ‘The present building is nothing like the original design. Back in the fifties it was badly converted into four                     
self-contained apartments. Although the Fondation Le Corbusier supplied us with microfiche copies of the original drawings,                
these contradicted the Yerbury photographs taken in 1927 proving that even the greatest architects will change things for                  
the better at the last possible moment! We first built the crudest of card models to test the scale and fixed points and, after                        
piecing together information from six different sources, together with the Hayward Gallery’s approval, we then felt confident                 
enough to proceed with the final exhibition model’ (fig. B) . 
 
However, it is Armiger’s successful track record in international architectural competitions that has established his               
reputation in the architectural fraternity. He recognises that a competition concept is a very different ‘animal’ from the                  



presentation model, describing it as a ‘conceptual abstraction’ usually built within a restricted budget or timescale, or both.                  
In the case of competitions, he says, ‘I first try to remind the architect-client that the model should do a whole lot more than                        
merely verify the drawings. It should exist as a key element in a presentation to generate the closest scrutiny, especially so                     
from laypeople. The main difficulty is to persuade the client to prioritise the model, when the modelmaking programme is so                    
often badly squeezed. This will compromise the entry; not an ideal situation when the purpose is to win’. However, Armiger                    
relishes the challenge, because ‘you can do a lot with a little and get lost with a lot‘. 
 
From among his many and shared successes is the model for Future Systems’ sensual entry to the Bibliothèque de France                    
competition, which achieved unofficial second place. Another first prizewinning entry is Armiger’s competition model for               
David Chipperfield’s redevelopment of Berlin’s Neues Museum (fig. C) . He is intensely proud of the project because it                  
celebrates his admiration for and long-term relationship with Chipperfield. Indeed their respective firms were each founded                
the same year. Chipperfield’s rigorous Modernist forms provide Armiger with a modelmaking challenge. ‘The way David                
juxtaposes materials and carves out space is exceptional’, he says, ‘But when drawn flat in two dimensions, to a layman , it is                      
dullness defined’. To make his minimalism sing, Armiger uses materials provocatively but sensitively. 
 
Armiger assumes the role of unofficial maker’s spokesman. He insists that modelmakers make an enormous contribution to                 
the design process and to the realisation of a building project – from conception, through development and refinement to                   
client persuasion. The realisation of architecture rarely happens without their contribution. ‘Our industry has a tremendous                
record. Every significant building was first tested in three dimensions with a modelmaker as one of the team’. 
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